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All questions were asked regarding the Creating an Inclusive Campus training, with select questions asked in the separate 
modules, unless otherwise noted.  
 

Q1 In which module(s) did you participate? (Check all that apply) 

Module 1 (8:30 - 11:30 a.m.)[Code = 1]  

Module 2 (12:00 - 2:15 p.m.)[Code = 2]  

Module 3 (2:30 - 4:15 p.m.)[Code = 3]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 3 
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Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: 

Q2 I have a greater understanding of the diversity found within Utah and at the University of Utah. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q3 I am able to think more fully about my own identities and how they influence my perceptions. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q4 I understand the concept of "privilege" and can apply it to areas of my work. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q5 I have a greater understanding of the power dominant groups have with regard to subordinate groups and how 
this power structure is kept in place. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

Display if Q1='Module 2 (12:00 - 2:15 p.m.)' OR Q1='Module 3 (2:30 - 4:15 p.m.)' 



 

Q6 I am better able to understand the impact of messages that stereotype a group of people. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

Display if Q1='Module 2 (12:00 - 2:15 p.m.)' OR Q1='Module 3 (2:30 - 4:15 p.m.)' 

 

Q7 I have a greater understanding of how the dominant culture can impact the values individuals are allowed to 
demonstrate in a public/work setting. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

Display if Q1='Module 2 (12:00 - 2:15 p.m.)' OR Q1='Module 3 (2:30 - 4:15 p.m.)' 
 

 

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements: 

Q8 I understand the critical role of Ally and Advocate for those who may experience discrimination or be 
subordinated due to certain aspects of their identity. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q9 I am better able to engage in diversity related dialogue. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q10 I believe that the ideas presented in this training will be relevant to my work in Student Affairs. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q11 I know where to go in Student Affairs if I need more information or have questions regarding issues related to 



diversity. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q12 I am interested in continuing my education about diversity and inclusion in my role in Student Affairs. 

Strongly agree[Code = 5]  

Moderately agree[Code = 4]  

Neither agree nor disagree[Code = 3]  

Moderately disagree[Code = 2]  

Strongly disagree[Code = 1]  

Required answers: 1          Allowed answers: 1 
 

 
 
Additional questions specifically for Module 2: 
I am better able to recognize stereotyping messages. 
 
Additional questions specifically for Module 3: 
I will feel more comfortable expressing my views on various topics in a group setting. 
I am better able to serve as an active listener in group discussions. 
I can think through difficulty and sensitive issues more critically. 
 
 
 

Q13 What was your most important "take-away" from today's training? 

[Code = 1] [Textbox] 

Required answers: 0          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q14 What would you change? 

[Code = 1] [Textbox] 

Required answers: 0          Allowed answers: 1 

 

Q15 What further experiences or learning opportunities would you like to see offered? 

[Code = 1] [Textbox] 

Required answers: 0          Allowed answers: 1 
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